36   COLOR
Purple is made of red and blue, which possess quite opposite
characteristics and when mixed cancel each other's effect, so that
purple is somewhat gentle and vague. It suggests mystery, dignity,
reflection, mourning, philosophical musing, and twilight. Orig-
inally, the pigment came from certain shellfish and was so rare
that only royalty used the color—hence the term royal purple.
Some artists avoid purple and the common diluted purple known
as lavender.
Blue is the color of clear skies and deep water, and so is asso-
ciated with coolness. It expresses distance, spaciousness, loftiness,
dignity, calmness, serenity, reserve, formality, restraint, lack of
sympathy, and coldness. In decoration it acts as a check or an anti-
dote for too much warmth. Blues are not so friendly with one
another as other colors are and therefore have to be selected with
additional care under both daylight and artificial light.
Blue is a very important decorative color as it is usable in large
areas. Since blue is not an aggressive color it does not have to be
neutralized as much as some of the others. Modified or Prussian
blue walls are now used with light Modern furnishings, especially
in bedrooms and dining rooms. Pale slate blue or pale grayed tur-
quoise blue are refreshing wall colors which seem to add spacious-
ness to small rooms. Medium blue and white combine well in a
two-tone scheme.
Green is the color of grass, leaves, and vegetables and naturally
suggests rest, cool shade, and refreshment, all pleasant things*
Green is considered beneficial to the eyes, nerves, and disposition.
Some colorists say that green has negative qualities as well as posi-
tive ones and that it suggests envy, jealousy, and ill health. It is
composed of yellow and blue and appears warm if yellow predomi-
nates or cool if blue is preponderant
The restored colonial homes of Williamsburg, Virginia, have
demonstrated the beauty of green walls, Vigorous greens combine
well with knotty pine and other natural woods. The most usable
greens are those that have been reduced in intensity and made
subtle. Greens must be used with caution, however, for green
ceilings and walls may reflect an unbecoming color on the persons
m the room. Greens that are employed on the exteriors of houses
or on garden jfedttire or fences should be warm k quality so that
they will harmouiie with the color of the f oKage.

